North Korea On The Inside Looking In
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this
north korea on the inside looking in by online. You might not require more time
to spend to go to the ebook instigation as without difficulty as search for
them. In some cases, you likewise attain not discover the statement north korea
on the inside looking in that you are looking for. It will totally squander the
time.
However below, once you visit this web page, it will be therefore no question
easy to acquire as without difficulty as download guide north korea on the
inside looking in
It will not take many grow old as we run by before. You can realize it even
though feat something else at house and even in your workplace. as a result
easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we present under as well as
evaluation north korea on the inside looking in what you subsequent to to read!

The Accusation Bandi 2018 In 1989, a North Korean dissident writer, known to us
only by the pseudonym Bandi, began to write a series of stories about life
under Kim Il-sung's totalitarian regime. Smuggled out of North Korea and set
for publication around the world in 2017, The Accusation provides a unique and
shocking window on this most secretive of countries. Bandi's profound, deeply
moving, vividly characterised stories tell of ordinary men and women facing the
terrible absurdity of daily life in North Korea: a factory supervisor caught
between loyalty to an old friend and loyalty to the Party; a woman struggling
to feed her husband through the great famine; the staunch Party man whose actor
son reveals to him the absurd theatre of their reality; the mother raising her
child in a world where the all-pervasive propaganda is the very stuff of
childhood nightmare. The Accusation is a heartbreaking portrayal of the
realities of life in North Korea. It is also a reminder that humanity can
sustain hope even in the most desperate of circumstances - and that the courage
of free thought has a power far beyond those seek to suppress it.
Fortress America Matthew Brzezinski 2005 A look at America in the wake of the
September 11th terrorist attacks examines the new technologies, laws, and
measures designed to keep America safe and assesses the tradeoffs in the
struggle to define the balance between freedom and security. Reprint. 25,000
first printing.
Inside North Korea’s Theocracy Ra Jong-yil 2019-05-01 Offers biographical
accounts of several of North Korea’s leaders to illuminate the inner workings
of its government. First published in Korean in 2016, Inside North Korea’s
Theocracy offers a fascinating and rare look at the lives of several of the
regime’s key leaders. Its primary focus is Jang Song-thaek, a talented and
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reform-minded member of the political ruling class who was executed in 2013.
Jang was the son-in-law of North Korean founder, Kim Il-sung; brother-in-law of
its second leader, Kim Jong-il; and uncle to its current leader, Kim Jong-un.
The author traces Jang’s life from his youth as a brilliant student in
Pyongyang to his eventual marriage to Kim Kyong-hui and his rising power as a
businessman to, ultimately, his untimely death. In addition to biographical
sketches of Jang, his wife, and brother-in-law, Ra Jong-yil provides first-hand
impressions of life in North Korea and illuminates the inner workings of its
government. Ra Jong-yil is University Distinguished Professor of Political
Science at Gachon University and Chair Professor at National Defense University
of Republic of Korea. A former deputy head of the South Korean intelligence
service, Ra spent several years engaged in shuttle diplomacy between North and
South Korea—a kind of work that is ongoing but never reported in the media. He
met many of the individuals he discusses in the book, including Mr. Jang, and
also obtained anonymous testimony from senior sources in China and North Korea
itself.
North Korea through the Looking Glass Kongdan Oh 2004-05-13 Fifty-five years
after its founding at the dawn of the cold war, North Korea remains a land of
illusions. Isolated and anachronistic, the country and its culture seem to be
dominated exclusively by the official ideology of Juche, which emphasizes
national self-reliance, independence, and worship of the supreme leader,
General Kim Jong Il. Yet this socialist utopian ideal is pursued with the
calculations of international power politics. Kim has transformed North Korea
into a militarized state, whose nuclear weapons, ballistic missiles, and
continued threat to South Korea have raised alarm worldwide. This paradoxical
combination of cultural isolation and military-first policy has left the North
Korean people woefully deprived of the opportunity to advance socially and
politically. The socialist economy, guided by political principles and bereft
of international support, has collapsed. Thousands, perhaps millions, have died
of starvation. Foreign trade has declined and the country's gross domestic
product has recorded negative growth every year for a decade. Yet rather than
initiate the sort of market reforms that were implemented by other communist
governments, North Korean leaders have reverted to the economic policies of the
1950s: mass mobilization, concentration on heavy industry, and increased
ideological indoctrination. Although members of the political elite in
Pyongyang are acutely aware of their nation's domestic and foreign problems,
they are plagued by fear and policy paralysis. North Korea Through the Looking
Glass sheds new light on this remote and peculiar country. Drawing on more than
ten years of research—including interviews with two dozen North Koreans who
made the painful decision to defect from their homeland—Kongdan Oh and Ralph C.
Hassig explore what the leadership and the masses believe about their current
predicament. Through dual themes of persistence and illusion, they explore
North Korea's stubborn adherence to policies that have failed to serve the
welfare of the people and, consequently, threaten the future of the regime.
Featuring twenty-nine rare and candid photos taken from within the closely
guarded country, North Korea Through the Looking Glass illuminates the human
society of a country too often mischaracterized for its drab uniformity—not a
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"state," but a community of twenty million individuals who have, through no
fault of their own, fallen on exceedingly hard times.
Escaping North Korea Mike Kim 2010-05-16 The first of its kind, this book
provides a unique inside look into the hidden world of ordinary North Koreans.
Mike Kim, who worked with refugees on the Chinese border for four years,
recounts their experiences of enduring famine, sex-trafficking, and torture, as
well as the inspirational stories of those who overcame tremendous adversity to
escape the repressive regime of their homeland and make new lives. One of the
few Americans granted entry into the secretive "Hermit Kingdom," Kim came to
know theisolated country and its people intimately. His North Korean friends
entrusted their secrets to him as they revealed the government's brainwashing
tactics and confessed their true thoughts about the repressive regime that so
rigidly controls their lives.Civilians and soldiers alike spoke of what North
Koreans think of Americans and war with America. Children remembered the
suffering they endured through the famine. Women and girls recalled their
horrific experiences at the hands of sex-traffickers. Former political
prisoners shared their memories of beatings, torture, and executions in the
gulags. With the permission of these courageous individuals, Kim now shares
their stories and recounts his dramatic experiences leading North Koreans to
asylum through the six-thousand-mile modern-day underground railway through
Asia. His unflinching narrative exposes the truth about North Korea, stripping
away the last veils that still shroud this brutal dictatorship.
The Accusation Bandi 2017-03-04 Authored by an anonymous writer and smuggled
out of North Korea, The Accusation is the first work of fiction to come out of
the country and a moving portrayal of life under a totalitarian regime. In
1989, a North Korean dissident writer, known to us only by the pseudonym Bandi,
began to write a series of stories about life under Kim Il-sung’s totalitarian
regime. Smuggled out of North Korea and published around the world, The
Accusation provides a unique and shocking window into this most secretive of
countries. Bandi’s profound, deeply moving, vividly characterized stories tell
of ordinary men and women facing the terrible absurdity of daily life in North
Korea: a factory supervisor caught between loyalty to an old friend and loyalty
to the Party; a woman struggling to feed her husband through the great famine;
the staunch Party man whose actor son reveals to him the theatre that is their
reality; the mother raising her child in a world where the all-pervasive
propaganda is the very stuff of childhood nightmare. The Accusation is a
heartbreaking portrayal of the realities of life in North Korea. It is also a
reminder that humanity can sustain hope even in the most desperate of
circumstances — and that the courage of free thought has a power far beyond
those who seek to suppress it.
Kim Jong-Il, Revised and Updated Michael Breen 2012-02 Explains North Korean
history, how the dictator came to power, and what life is like for North
Koreans under his regime.
Friend Paek Nam-nyong 2020-05-05 Paek Nam-nyong’s Friend is a tale of marital
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intrigue, abuse, and divorce in North Korea. A woman in her thirties comes to a
courthouse petitioning for a divorce. As the judge who hears her statement
begins to investigate the case, the story unfolds into a broader consideration
of love and marriage. The novel delves into its protagonists’ past, describing
how the couple first fell in love and then how their marriage deteriorated over
the years. It chronicles the toll their acrimony takes on their son and their
careers alongside the story of the judge’s own marital troubles. A best-seller
in North Korea, where Paek continues to live and write, Friend illuminates a
side of life in the DPRK that Western readers have never before encountered.
Far from being a propagandistic screed in praise of the Great Leader, Friend
describes the lives of people who struggle with everyday problems such as
marital woes and workplace conflicts. Instead of socialist-realist stock
figures, Paek depicts complex characters who wrestle with universal questions
of individual identity, the split between public and private selves, the
unpredictability of existence, and the never-ending labor of maintaining a
relationship. This groundbreaking translation of one of North Korea’s most
popular writers offers English-language readers a page-turner full of
psychological tension as well as a revealing portrait of a society that is
typically seen as closed to the outside world.
Paved with Good Intentions L. Gordon Flake 2003 Includes statistics.
Escape from Camp 14 Blaine Harden 2013-03-26 With a New Foreword The
heartwrenching New York Times bestseller about the only known person born
inside a North Korean prison camp to have escaped. North Korea’s political
prison camps have existed twice as long as Stalin’s Soviet gulags and twelve
times as long as the Nazi concentration camps. No one born and raised in these
camps is known to have escaped. No one, that is, except Shin Dong-hyuk. In
Escape From Camp 14, Blaine Harden unlocks the secrets of the world’s most
repressive totalitarian state through the story of Shin’s shocking imprisonment
and his astounding getaway. Shin knew nothing of civilized existence—he saw his
mother as a competitor for food, guards raised him to be a snitch, and he
witnessed the execution of his mother and brother. The late “Dear Leader” Kim
Jong Il was recognized throughout the world, but his country remains sealed as
his third son and chosen heir, Kim Jong Eun, consolidates power. Few foreigners
are allowed in, and few North Koreans are able to leave. North Korea is hungry,
bankrupt, and armed with nuclear weapons. It is also a human rights
catastrophe. Between 150,000 and 200,000 people work as slaves in its political
prison camps. These camps are clearly visible in satellite photographs, yet
North Korea’s government denies they exist. Harden’s harrowing narrative
exposes this hidden dystopia, focusing on an extraordinary young man who came
of age inside the highest security prison in the highest security state. Escape
from Camp 14 offers an unequalled inside account of one of the world’s darkest
nations. It is a tale of endurance and courage, survival and hope.
Inside North Korea’s Theocracy Ra Jong-yil 2019-05-01 Offers biographical
accounts of several of North Korea’s leaders to illuminate the inner workings
of its government. First published in Korean in 2016, Inside North Korea’s
north-korea-on-the-inside-looking-in
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Theocracy offers a fascinating and rare look at the lives of several of the
regime’s key leaders. Its primary focus is Jang Song-thaek, a talented and
reform-minded member of the political ruling class who was executed in 2013.
Jang was the son-in-law of North Korean founder, Kim Il-sung; brother-in-law of
its second leader, Kim Jong-il; and uncle to its current leader, Kim Jong-un.
The author traces Jang’s life from his youth as a brilliant student in
Pyongyang to his eventual marriage to Kim Kyong-hui and his rising power as a
businessman to, ultimately, his untimely death. In addition to biographical
sketches of Jang, his wife, and brother-in-law, Ra Jong-yil provides first-hand
impressions of life in North Korea and illuminates the inner workings of its
government. “If one could read only a single book to thoroughly understand the
nature of the North Korean political system, the Kim family dynasty, and the
forces that have combined in creating a unique authoritarian regime marked by
deep and worsening structural flaws, Ra Jong-yil’s pathbreaking study of Jang
Song-thaek is such a book. A preeminent watcher of North Korea coupled with
top-level national security policy experiences, Ra presents a chilling and
compelling story.” — Chung Min Lee, Senior Fellow and Director of the Korean
Security Program, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace “…a rich biography
of Mr. Jang, the most prominent victim of the purges his young nephew has
conducted since assuming power in 2011.” — New York Times, on the Korean
edition
Aim High in Creation! Anna Broinowski 2016-11-01 An Authentic Glimpse of a
North Korea We’ve Never Seen Before, by a Prize-Winning FilmmakerAnna
Broinowski is the only Westerner ever granted full access to North Korea’s
propaganda machine, its film industry. Aim High in Creation! is her funny,
surreal, insightful account of her twenty-one-day apprenticeship there. At the
same time it is a fresh-eyed look, beyond stereotypes, at life in that most
secretive of societies.When Anna learned that fracking had invaded downtown
Sydney and a coal seam gas well was planned for Sydney Park, she had a
brilliant idea: she would seek guidance for a kryptonite-powerful anti-fracking
movie from the world’s greatest propaganda factory, apart from Hollywood. After
two years of trying, she was allowed to make her case in Pyongyang and was
granted full permission to film. She worked closely with the leading lights of
North Korean cinema, even playing an American in a military thriller.
?Filmmakers are family,” Kim Jong-il’s favorite director told her, and a love
of nature and humanity unites peoples. Interviewing loyalists and defectors
alike, Anna explored the society she encountered. She offers vivid, sometimes
hilarious descriptions of bizarre disconnects and warm friendships in a world
without advertisements or commercial culture. Her book, like the prize-winning
documentary that resulted from her visit, is a thoughtful plea for better
understanding.Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history--books about
World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination,
conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution, gladiators,
Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked
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and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Historical Dictionary of Democratic People's Republic of Korea James E. Hoare
2019-09-04 This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Democratic People's
Republic of Korea contains a chronology, an introduction, and an extensive
bibliography. The dictionary section has over 400 cross-referenced entries on
important personalities, politics, economy, foreign relations, religion, and
culture.
Dear Leader Jang Jin-sung 2014-05-13 THE STORY THEY COULDN'T HACK: In this rare
insider’s view into contemporary North Korea, a high-ranking
counterintelligence agent describes his life as a former poet laureate to Kim
Jong-il and his breathtaking escape to freedom. “The General will now enter the
room.” Everyone turns to stone. Not moving my head, I direct my eyes to a point
halfway up the archway where Kim Jong-il’s face will soon appear… As North
Korea’s State Poet Laureate, Jang Jin-sung led a charmed life. With food
provisions (even as the country suffered through its great famine), a travel
pass, access to strictly censored information, and audiences with Kim Jong-il
himself, his life in Pyongyang seemed safe and secure. But this privileged
existence was about to be shattered. When a strictly forbidden magazine he lent
to a friend goes missing, Jang Jin-sung must flee for his life. Never before
has a member of the elite described the inner workings of this totalitarian
state and its propaganda machine. An astonishing exposé told through the heartstopping story of Jang Jin-sung’s escape to South Korea, Dear Leader is a rare
and unprecedented insight into the world’s most secretive and repressive
regime.
Somewhere Inside Laura Ling 2011-05-24 On March 17, 2009, while filming a
documentary on the Chinese–North Korean border, Laura Ling and her colleague
Euna Lee were violently apprehended by North Korean soldiers, charged with
trespassing and "hostile acts," and imprisoned by Kim Jong Il's notoriously
secretive Communist state. Kept totally apart, they endured months of
interrogations and a trial before North Korea's highest court that led to a
sentence of twelve years of hard labor in a North Korean prison camp. When news
of the arrest reached Laura's sister, journalist Lisa Ling, she immediately
began a campaign to get Laura released. Her efforts led her from the State
Department to the higher echelons of the media world and eventually to the
White House. Lisa takes us deep into the drama between people in the highest
levels of government, including Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, former Vice
President Al Gore, and eventually former President Bill Clinton, who arrived in
North Korea in mid-August for a suspenseful rescue. Somewhere Inside is a
timely, inspiring, and page-turning tale of survival set against the canvas of
international politics. Writing with their strong, poignant voices, both
sisters go beyond the headlines to reveal the unique bond that has sustained
them throughout the most horrifying ordeal of their lives.
North Korean Foreign Policy Yongho Kim 2010-12-16 Threat does not inherently
matter unless it is perceived, and, on the other hand, anything that is
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perceived as threat matters, whether or not the threat rings true. North Korean
Foreign Policy: Security Dilemma and Succession, by Yongho Kim, posits security
dilemma and political succession as the two main factors that North Korea
perceives as threat, and that these external and domestic threats constitute
Pyongyang's provocative foreign policy. North Korean Foreign Policy suggests
that an effective policy for countries relating to North Korea, whether dovish
or hawkish, should deal directly with Kim Jong-il's political survival, and not
with Pyongyang's failed economy.
The New Korea Myung Oak Kim 2010 Discusses the recent economic development of
South Korea into the world's fifteenth largest economy, including how it opened
itself to capitalism and multiculturalism while maintaining a distinct Korean
perspective.
Kim Il-song's North Korea Helen-Louise Hunter 1999 Provides the first
authoritative look inside North Korea, detailing the everyday life of people
living in the world's most isolated country in the world.
South Korean Popular Culture and North Korea Youna Kim 2019-01-17 Over recent
decades South Korea’s vibrant and distinctive populist culture has spread
extensively throughout the world. This book explores how this "Korean wave" has
also made an impact in North Korea. The book reveals that although South Korean
media have to be consumed underground and unofficially in North Korea, they are
widely watched and listened to. The book examines the ways in which this is
leading to popular yearning in North Korea for migration, defecting to the
South or for people to just become more like South Koreans. Overall, the book
demonstrates that the soft power of the Korean wave is having an undermining
impact on the hard, constraining cultural climate of North Korea.
Is the International Legal Order Unraveling? DAVID L. SLOSS 2022-11-11 This
book grows out of the work of a study group convened by the American Branch of
the International Law Association. The group had a mandate to examine threats
to the rules-based international order and possible responses. The several
chapters in the book-all of which are written by distinguished international
law scholars--generally support the conclusion that the rules-based
international order confronts significant challenges, but it is not unraveling-at least, not yet. Climate change is the biggest wild card in trying to
predict the future. If the world's major powers--especially the United States
and China--cooperate with each other to combat climate change, then other
threats to the rules-based order should be manageable. If the world's major
powers fail to address the climate crisis by 2040 or 2050, the other threats
addressed in this volume may come to be seen as trivial in comparison. The book
consists of fourteen chapters, plus an introduction. Three chapters address
specific threats to the rules-based international order: climate change,
autonomous weapons, and cyber weapons. Eight chapters address particular
substantive areas of international law: jus ad bellum, jus in bello, trade law,
investment law, anti-bribery law, human rights law, international criminal law,
and migration law. The remaining chapters provide a range of perspectives on
north-korea-on-the-inside-looking-in
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the past evolution and likely future development of the rules-based
international order as a whole.
Visual Politics and North Korea David Shim 2013-10-15 In the realm of
international relations, there are seemingly few states like North Korea.
Whether it is the country’s human rights situation, its precarious everyday
life or its so-called foreign policy of coercion and nuclear brinkmanship, no
matter what this ‘pariah’ nation says and does it affects the state and
stability of regional and global politics. But what do we know about North
Korea and how do we come to know it? This book argues that visual imagery plays
a decisive role in this operation. By discussing two exemplary areas – everyday
photography and satellite imagery – the book takes into account the role of
images in the way that particular issues related to North Korea are understood
in contemporary geopolitics. Images work. They do something by evoking a
particular perspective of what is shown in them, allowing only specific ways of
seeing and knowing. In this sense, images are deeply political. Individual
methodological usages in the book can provide a procedural basis from which to
start or rethink further studies on visuality, both in IR and beyond. It also
opens an innovative path for future studies on East Asia, making the book
attractive to a range of specialists and thus holding an appeal beyond the
boundaries of a single discipline.
North Korea Undercover John Sweeney 2013-11-14 North Korea is like no other
tyranny on earth. It is Orwell’s 1984 made reality. The regime controls the
flow of information to its citizens, pouring relentless propaganda through
omnipresent loud speakers. Free speech is an illusion: one word out of line and
the gulag awaits. State spies are everywhere, ready to punish disloyalty and
the slightest sign of discontent. You must bow to Kim Il Sung, the Eternal
Leader and to his son, Generalissimo Kim Jong Il. Worship the dead and then
hail the living, the Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un. North Koreans are told their
home is the greatest nation on earth. Big Brother is always watching. Posing as
a university professor, award-winning BBC journalist John Sweeney travelled
undercover to gain unprecedented access to the world’s most secret state.
Drawing on his own experiences and his extensive interviews with defectors and
other key witnesses, North Korea Undercover pulls back the curtain, providing a
rare insight into life there today, examining the country’s troubled history
and addressing important questions about its uncertain future. Sweeney’s highly
engaging, authoritative account illuminates the dark side of the Hermit Kingdom
and challenges the West’s perception of this paranoid nationalist state.
Meltdown Mike Chinoy 2010-03-22 When George W. Bush took office in 2001, North
Korea's nuclear program was frozen and Kim Jong Il had signaled he was ready to
negotiate. Today, North Korea possesses as many as ten nuclear warheads, and
possibly the means to provide nuclear material to rogue states or terrorist
groups. How did this happen? Drawing on more than two hundred interviews with
key players in Washington, Seoul, Tokyo, and Beijing, including Colin Powell,
John Bolton, and ex–Korean president Kim Dae-jung, as well as insights gained
during fourteen trips to Pyongyang, Mike Chinoy takes readers behind the scenes
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of secret diplomatic meetings, disputed intelligence reports, and Washington
turf battles as well as inside the mysterious world of North Korea. Meltdown
provides a wealth of new material about a previously opaque series of events
that eventually led the Bush administration to abandon confrontation and pursue
negotiations, and explains how the diplomatic process collapsed and produced
the crisis the Obama administration confronts today.
My Holiday in North Korea Wendy E. Simmons 2016-05-03 Most people want out of
North Korea. Wendy Simmons wanted in.In My Holiday in North Korea: The
Funniest/Worst Place on Earth, Wendy shares a glimpse of North Korea as its
never been seen before. Even though its the scariest place on Earth, somehow
Wendy forgot to check her sense of humor at the border.But Wendys initial
amusement and bewilderment soon turned to frustration and growing paranoia.
Before long, she learned the essential conundrum of tourism in North Korea:
Travel is truly a love affair. But, just like love, its a two-way street. And
North Korea deprives you of all this. They want you to fall in love with the
singular vision of the country theyre willing to show you and nothing
more.Through poignant, laugh-out-loud essays and 92 never-before-published
color photographs of North Korea, Wendy chronicles one of the strangest
vacations ever. Along the way, she bares all while undergoing an inner journey
as convoluted as the country itself.
Ask A North Korean Daniel Tudor 2018-03-20 "In his new book, Ask a North
Korean, Daniel Tudor—a former Economist journalist and current Korean beer
entrepreneur— wants people to understand the true lives of everyday North
Koreans. Using translated essays written by defectors, the book covers topics
from politics to pornography." — The Boston Globe Understanding North Korean
Through the Eyes of Defectors. The weekly column Ask A North Korean, published
by NK News, invites readers from around the world to pose questions to North
Korean defectors. Adapted from the long-running column, these fascinating
interviews provide authentic firsthand testimonies about life in North Korea
and what is really happening inside the "Hermit Kingdom." North Korean
contributors to this book include: "Seong" who went to South Korea after
dropping out during his final year of university. He is now training to be an
elementary school teacher. "Kang" who left North Korea in 2005. He now lives in
London, England. "Cheol" who was from South Hamgyeong in North Korea and is now
a second-year university student in Seoul. "Park" worked and studied in
Pyongyang before defecting to the U.S. in 2011. He is now studying at a U.S.
college. Ask A North Korean sheds critical light on all aspects of North Korean
politics and society and shows that, even in the world's most authoritarian
regime, life goes on in ways that are very different from what outsiders may
think.
North Korea Paul French 2015-08-15 North Korea continues to make headlines,
arousing curiosity and fear in equal measure. The world’s most secretive
nuclear power, it still has Gulag-style prison camps, allows no access to the
Internet and bans its people from talking to foreigners without official
approval. In this remarkable and eye-opening book, internationally best-selling
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author Paul French examines in forensic detail the history and politics of
North Korea, Pyongyang’s complex relations with South Korea, Japan, China and
America, and the implications of Kim Jong-un’s increasingly belligerent
leadership following the death of his father, Kim Jong-il. As an already
unstable North Korea grows ever more unpredictable, antagonizing enemies and
allies alike, North Korea: State of Paranoia delivers a provocative and
frightening account of a potentially explosive nuclear tripwire.
The Red Years Bandi, 2019-08-15 Though North Korea holds the attention of the
world, it is still rare for us to hear North Korean voices, beyond those few
who have escaped. Known only by his pen name, the poet and author 'Bandi'
stands as one of the most distinctive and original dissident writers to emerge
from the country, and his work is all the more striking for the fact that he
continues to reside in North Korea, writing in secret, with his work smuggled
out of the country by supporters and relatives. The Red Years represents the
first collection of Bandi's poetry to be made available in English. As he did
in his first work The Accusation, Bandi here gives us a rare glimpse into
everyday life and survival in North Korea. Singularly poignant and evocative,
The Red Years stands as a testament to the power of the human spirit to endure
and resist even the most repressive of regimes.
Inside the Red Box Patrick McEachern 2010-12-21 North Korea's institutional
politics defy traditional political models, making the country's actions seem
surprising or confusing when, in fact, they often conform to the regime's own
logic. Drawing on recent materials, such as North Korean speeches,
commentaries, and articles, Patrick McEachern, a specialist on North Korean
affairs, reveals how the state's political institutions debate policy and
inform and execute strategic-level decisions. Many scholars dismiss Kim JongIl's regime as a "one-man dictatorship," calling him the "last totalitarian
leader," but McEachern identifies three major institutions that help maintain
regime continuity: the cabinet, the military, and the party. These groups hold
different institutional policy platforms and debate high-level policy options
both before and after Kim and his senior leadership make their final call. This
method of rule may challenge expectations, but North Korea does not follow a
classically totalitarian, personalistic, or corporatist model. Rather than
being monolithic, McEachern argues, the regime, emerging from the crises of the
1990s, rules differently today than it did under Kim's father, Kim Il Sung. The
son is less powerful and pits institutions against one another in a strategy of
divide and rule. His leadership is fundamentally different: it is "posttotalitarian." Authority may be centralized, but power remains diffuse.
McEachern maps this process in great detail, supplying vital perspective on
North Korea's reactive policy choices, which continue to bewilder the West.
Inside North Korea Mark Edward Harris 2012-03-02 All but closed to outside
visitors and influence, its public posture guarded and combative, we see almost
nothing from inside North Korea. Award-winning photographer Mark Edward Harris
has had rare access to this reclusive country, traveling within its borders as
well as documenting life along its northern border with China and the highly
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militarized DMZ dividing North and South Korea. His images are amazing: the
monumental architecture and empty streets of the capital; tightly controlled
zones of economic and tourist trade with South Korea; mass games featuring
100,000 choreographed participants. Short essays, extended captions, and a
foreword by North Korea expert Bruce Cumings further illuminate a country
increasingly at the center of international politics.
Disarming Strangers Leon V. Sigal 1999-07-21 In June 1994, the USA went to the
brink of war with North Korea. Few Americans know the full details or realise
the impact such an event could have had on the US's post-Cold War foreign
policy. This book offers an inside look at the crisis.
The Real North Korea Andrei Lankov 2015 After providing an accessible history
of the nation, the author turns his focus to what North Korea is, what its
leadership thinks and how its people cope with living in such an oppressive and
poor place, arguing that North Korea is not irrational, but rather a nation
that has survived against all odds.
Hinge Points Siegfried S. Hecker 2023-01-10 North Korea remains a puzzle to
Americans. How did this country—one of the most isolated in the world and in
the policy cross hairs of every U.S. administration during the past 30
years—progress from zero nuclear weapons in 2001 to a threatening arsenal of
perhaps 50 such weapons in 2021? Hinge Points brings readers literally inside
the North Korean nuclear program, joining Siegfried Hecker to see what he saw
and hear what he heard in his visits to North Korea from 2004 to 2010. Hecker
goes beyond the technical details—described in plain English from his on-theground experience at the North's nuclear center at Yongbyon—to put the nuclear
program exactly where it belongs, in the context of decades of fateful foreign
policy decisions in Pyongyang and Washington. Describing these decisions as
"hinge points," he traces the consequences of opportunities missed by both
sides.The result has been that successive U.S. administrations have been unable
to prevent the North, with the weakest of hands, from becoming one of only
three countries in the world that might target the United States with nuclear
weapons. Hecker's unique ability to marry the technical with the diplomatic is
well informed by his interactions with North Korean and U.S. officials over
many years, while his years of working with Russian, Chinese, Indian, and
Pakistani nuclear officials have given him an unmatched breadth of experience
from which to view and interpret the thinking and perspective of the North
Koreans.
Between Doors 2021-05 Hong Kong based artist Ted Lau was always curious about
North Korea having grown up seeing constant headlines about missile tests and
nuclear weapons. It was after seeing Andreas Gursky's work in North Korea that
he decided one day he had to visit the country. In 2019, an opportunity arose
and he embarked on an exploratory journey to see what life was really like in
this mysterious place. The results of his travels are captured in a new book
peering behind the veil of the secretive country of North Korea.
north-korea-on-the-inside-looking-in
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Nuclear Weapons and Nonproliferation Sarah J. Diehl 2002-01-01 Provides an
overview of the world's nuclear weapons, including histories of countries that
have nuclear programs, and biographies of individuals who have played a key
role in nuclear weapon history.
Dear Leader Jang Jin-sung 2015-01-27 "In this rare insider's view into
contemporary North Korea, a high-ranking counterintelligence agent describes
his life as a former poet laureate to Kim Jong-il and his breathtaking escape
to freedom. "The General will now enter the room." Everyone turns to stone. Not
moving my head, I direct my eyes to a point halfway up the archway where Kim
Jong-il's face will soon appear... As North Korea's State Poet Laureate, Jang
Jin-sung led a charmed life. With food provisions (even as the country suffered
through its great famine), a travel pass, access to strictly censored
information, and audiences with Kim Jong-il himself, his life in Pyongyang
seemed safe and secure. But this privileged existence was about to be
shattered. When a strictly forbidden magazine he lent to a friend goes missing,
Jang Jin-sung must flee for his life. Never before has a member of the elite
described the inner workings of this totalitarian state and its propaganda
machine. An astonishing expose; told through the heart-stopping story of Jang
Jin-sung's escape to South Korea, Dear Leader is a rare and unprecedented
insight into the world's most secretive and repressive regime"-Life Inside North Korea United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign
Relations. Subcommittee on East Asian and Pacific Affairs 2003
North Korea Undercover John Sweeney 2014 A unique and timely account of life in
North Korea. North Korea is like no other tyranny on earth. It is Orwell's 1984
made reality. The regime controls the flow of information to its citizens,
pouring relentless propaganda through omnipresent loud speakers. Free speech is
an illusion: one word out of line and the gulag awaits. State spies are
everywhere, ready to punish disloyalty and the slightest sign of discontent.
You must bow to Kim Il Sung, the Eternal Leader and to his son, Generalissimo
Kim Jong Il. Worship the dead and then hail the living, the Supreme Leader Kim
Jong Un. North Koreans are told their home is the greatest nation on earth. Big
Brother is always watching. Posing as a university professor, award-winning BBC
journalist John Sweeney travelled undercover to gain unprecedented access to
the world's most secret state. Drawing on his own experiences and his extensive
interviews with defectors and other key witnesses, North Korea Undercover pulls
back the curtain, providing a rare insight into life there today, examining the
country's troubled history and addressing important questions about its
uncertain future. Sweeney's highly engaging, authoritative account illuminates
the dark side of the Hermit Kingdom and challenges the West's perception of
this paranoid nationalist state.
See You Again in Pyongyang Travis Jeppesen 2018-05-29 A "close-up look at the
cloistered country" (USA Today), See You Again in Pyongyang is American writer
Travis Jeppesen's "probing" and "artful" (New York Times Book Review) chronicle
of his travels in North Korea--an eye-opening portrait that goes behind the
north-korea-on-the-inside-looking-in
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headlines about Trump and Kim, revealing North Koreans' "entrepreneurial
spirit, and hidden love of foreign media, as well as their dreams and fears"
(Los Angeles Times). In See You Again in Pyongyang, Travis Jeppesen culls from
his experiences traveling and studying in North Korea to create a multifaceted
portrait of the country and its idiosyncratic capital city. Jeppesen challenges
the notion that Pyongyang is merely a "showcase capital" where everything is
staged for the benefit of foreigners, as well as the idea that Pyongyangites
are brainwashed robots. Jeppesen introduces readers to an array of fascinating
North Koreans, from government ministers with a side hustle in black market
Western products to young people enamored with American pop culture. Revealing
a complex society, rife with contradictions, See You Again in Pyongyang is an
essential addition to the literature about one of the world's most fascinating
places.
Nothing to Envy Barbara Demick 2010-09-21 An eye-opening account of life inside
North Korea—a closed world of increasing global importance—hailed as a “tour de
force of meticulous reporting” (The New York Review of Books) NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD FINALIST In this landmark
addition to the literature of totalitarianism, award-winning journalist Barbara
Demick follows the lives of six North Korean citizens over fifteen years—a
chaotic period that saw the death of Kim Il-sung, the rise to power of his son
Kim Jong-il (the father of Kim Jong-un), and a devastating famine that killed
one-fifth of the population. Demick brings to life what it means to be living
under the most repressive regime today—an Orwellian world that is by choice not
connected to the Internet, where displays of affection are punished, informants
are rewarded, and an offhand remark can send a person to the gulag for life.
She takes us deep inside the country, beyond the reach of government censors,
and through meticulous and sensitive reporting we see her subjects fall in
love, raise families, nurture ambitions, and struggle for survival. One by one,
we witness their profound, life-altering disillusionment with the government
and their realization that, rather than providing them with lives of abundance,
their country has betrayed them. Praise for Nothing to Envy “Provocative . . .
offers extensive evidence of the author’s deep knowledge of this country while
keeping its sights firmly on individual stories and human details.”—The New
York Times “Deeply moving . . . The personal stories are related with
novelistic detail.”—The Wall Street Journal “A tour de force of meticulous
reporting.”—The New York Review of Books “Excellent . . . humanizes a
downtrodden, long-suffering people whose individual lives, hopes and dreams are
so little known abroad.”—San Francisco Chronicle “The narrow boundaries of our
knowledge have expanded radically with the publication of Nothing to Envy. . .
. Elegantly structured and written, [it] is a groundbreaking work of literary
nonfiction.”—John Delury, Slate “At times a page-turner, at others an intimate
study in totalitarian psychology.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
North Korea Dualta Roughneen 2014-01 North Korea remains one of the last
bastions of old-style communism: a military dictatorship, ruled with an iron
grip for the last sixty years by the Kim dynasty. Every aspect of society is
rigidly controlled; a country of paranoia, propaganda, and juche. Irish
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Engineer, Dualta Roughneen, experienced the trials and tribulations of North
Korea from 2004 to 2007 as an aid agency worker - keeping notes of his
observations and thoughts. Based in the capital, but with access to towns and
the countryside outside Pyongyang, he was able to see inside this most
secretive of countries, beyond the picture of a socialist paradise portrayed on
officially sanctioned tours. Beautifully written, with a gentle humour, and
offering eye-opening insights of life in the 'Hermit Kingdom' consistently
denied to the few tourists and formally approved visitors that venture in, the
book superbly observes Korean politics, the people, freedoms, and hardships,
(as well as a bit of food and shopping). It details the day-to-day
idiosyncrasies of being a foreigner in this most strange and unusual country.
Living as a foreigner in North Korea is like watching television with the sound
off.
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